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  President’s Corner  
 
I recently picked up Minnesota Bench & Bar’s 
May/June issue with the headline of “A Profes-
sion on the Edge.” Several articles outline a 
host of changes in the practice of law and le-
gal education. Wood R. Foster, Jr. writes on 
page twenty: “In fact, a good argument can be 
made that the legal profession has changed 
more in the last 15 years than it did in the 150 
years from 1849 to 1999.” 
 

While Bench & Bar’s articles are excellent works of journalism, I think they neglect the 
true scope of change affecting all professions. The  telecommunications revolution and 
globalization have changed most aspects of our society within the last fifteen years. But 
even greater disruptions loom on the horizon as the Internet of Things, augmented reality 
and virtual reality threaten to change how we perceive and interact with the world itself.  
 
The rise of advanced artificial intelligence (AI) is another fascinating development that 
has dramatic implications for many professions and maybe even the concept of employ-
ment itself. IBM is now licensing its Watson software to law firms as ROSS. “ROSS is an 
artificially intelligent attorney to help you power through legal research,” according to 
their website: http://www.rossintelligence.com/lawyers/. 
 
But the impact of AI will touch most, if not all, professions in the near future. 
 

"We are approaching a time when machines will be able to out-
perform humans at almost any task," said Moshe Vardi, director 
of the Institute for Information Technology at Rice University in 
Texas. 
 
"I believe that society needs to confront this question before it is 
upon us: If machines are capable of doing almost any work hu-
mans can do, what will humans do?" he asked at a panel discus-
sion on artificial intelligence at the annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science. 
 
Vardi said there will always be some need for human work in the 
future, but robot replacements could drastically change the land-
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scape, with no profession safe, and men and women equally affect-
ed. 
 
"Can the global economy adapt to greater than 50 percent unem-
ployment?" he asked. 
 

Source: Jean-Louis Santini, Intelligent Robots Threaten Millions of Jobs, Phys.org (February 14, 2016) http://
phys.org/news/2016-02-intelligent-robots-threaten-millions-jobs.html (last visited July 8, 2016). 
 
So, the pace of change within the fields of law and law librarianship are only likely to in-
crease. Personally, I find this change invigorating! In my youth, I read a lot of science fiction. 
But now, I have no time for fiction as the present is fantastical. 
 
As information professionals, I believe that librarians are well situated not only to do well in 
the dynamism of future events, but to actually excel and help society develop new laws, poli-
cies and even paradigms to address the rapidly shifting changes in the nature of employ-
ment, society and even cognition brought about by big data, AI and virtual reality. 
 
The MALL executive board is interested in doing some strategic planning for MALL this com-
ing year to help us make the organization more responsive to member’s needs. The rapidly 
changing world makes this task challenging, but all the more important for that very reason.  
 

Neal R. Axton 
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The More Things Change …By Janelle Beitz 
 
As some of you might know, about this time last year I left a Research and Instructional Librari-
an position at William Mitchell College of Law (now Mitchell Hamline) and took a Research/
Training Librarian position at Fredrikson & Byron. While I still have to run to my next-door office 
neighbor, Abby Willemssen, with a fair number of questions, I have a pretty good idea of what 
I'm doing by now, and Jennifer Doyle thought it might be interesting for me to write a piece on 
what I've learned in the past year about working in an academic library vs. working in a law firm 
library. 

 
                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
First, some differences.  
 
Time constraints 
Assignments typically are due more quickly in a law firm than a law school. I rarely work on a 
project over multiple days (although this does happen sometimes), whereas in the law school, it 
would not be uncommon for a project to span several days (and some would be constantly on-
going, following a case or a particular type of case for literally years). Although the librarians in 
my firm strongly discourage this, often the response to "What is your deadline for this project?" 
is met with, "ASAP." 
 
Why is this? I suppose it's possible that law professors are better than lawyers at time manage-
ment and not being caught in time crunches, but I doubt it. Generally, I think attorneys are deal-
ing with court-imposed deadlines more than law professors are, and that emergencies requiring 
quick turn-arounds are more likely to occur in the law firm context.  
 
This leads in to: 
 
Theoretical vs. practical 
Research for lawyers is likely to be in response to an ongoing action, whereas research for law 

Me at William Mitchell Me at Fredrickson & Byron 
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firm professors is often in the context of a law review article (or some other publication or presen-
tation). This is not a universal thing; plenty of the lawyers at my firm request research assistance 
for CLE preparation or a publication, and plenty of law professors work on cases. In general, 
though, when I'm asked to do research in the firm, there's some kind of real-life action going on 
that the research is addressing.  
 
I say this not to demean academia; I often miss being a part of something "bigger," contributing to 
an intellectual exercise that is intended to address a larger issue than a specific legal situation. 
On the other hand, it's also encouraging to know that one's research will be put to use in a cur-
rently existing situation.  
 
Monetary constraints 
It's not that resources are "free" in academia. My academic law library was certainly affected by 
budget cuts, and there were definitely resources that we did not have, but we were not charged 
on an hourly or transactional basis for using electronic resources. We paid a yearly fee and that 
was that (at least, that's what I assume; I did not negotiate for the resources or pay the bills). I did 
not have to worry about how much clients would be charged for me using the resource, or tailor-
ing the efficiency of my search to take into account a pricing structure, or whether or not a result 
in my results list would be out of contract. 
 
At a firm, I do have to worry about these things. Furthermore, at least when it comes to electronic 
resources where we bill back to clients, I have to figure out when something is out of con-
tract,  would it be ridiculously expensive to click on, or not so much? And could I get a similar 
thing less expensively? Or would the cost/benefit analysis of my time vs. the cost of the resource 
work out so that I should click on the result? (And does this make a difference if it's a client who 
will not pay for research fees or time?) Finally, not only do I have to worry about these things, but 
I have to train new associates, seasoned laterals, and, to some extent, administrative assistants 
and paralegals how best to worry about these things.  
 
Resources / tools 
I had access to numerous research databases at Mitchell: Westlaw and Lexis, Bloomberg, Hei-
nOnline (pretty much all libraries therein, as I recall), plus multidisciplinary databases such as Ac-
ademic Search Premiere, J-Stor, and the Gale databases. While we do not have access to all of 
these at the firm (we are able to access several of the multidisciplinary academic databases 
through public library accounts), we do have access to more specialty legal and business data-
bases that I had never heard of before: Accurint, TLO, Securities Mosaic, Total Patent, Docket 
Navigator ... Again, not only did I have to learn how to use these resource and remember when to 
use them, but I also have to instruct new employees on the same.  
 
Systems 
There are many, many firm wide systems that I had to learn when I started - the document man-
agement system, the contact management system, the time keeping system ... all the systems 
regarding the business of law were not things I had to deal with in law school. And while I do not 
have to teach other employees these systems, these are additional things that law students going 
into firms have to learn. It really makes me feel for new associates, who are unlikely to even know 
that these systems exist.  
 
Related to the resources and systems is another difference – at Fredrikson, the system that 
keeps all of our electronic resources in one handy place so that we can access them easily also 
manages our passwords for these resources. So I never have to remember my passwords for li-
brary-managed electronic resources again! 
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Time Keeping 
Going back to keeping and entering my time is a big difference that's still hard for me to get used 
to. 
 
Research Requests 
While some research requests are similar (can you find me some cases in a specific jurisdiction 
that say x), many research requests are quite different from what I did as an academic law librar-
ian. There's a lot more business research, for example. A lot more regulatory research - not only 
am I looking for regs more often, but there’s more searching for administrative rulings, letters, 
etc. There's a lot more research on people, as well. And my favorite (which always seem to 
come from the patent litigation people) - the request to find an obscure, typically old, very specif-
ic book (this happens in academic libraries, too, of course, but it’s something that surprised me 
about law firm research). 
 
AALL 
Navigating the annual conference was different this year as a law firm librarian. I attended more 
sessions about the business of law firm practice, and noticed that most of the sessions about 
teaching were geared primarily to academic law librarians. Additionally, I was invited to way 
more vendor-sponsored dinners than I was as an academic.  
 
Similarities 
It's not all different, of course. I'm still teaching legal research (although we call it "training" for 
some reason). I’m still trying to figure out the best way to reach people to teach them how to use 
our resources. I'm still responding to people whose default belief is that everything is always 
available online somewhere, immediately, for free. I'm still doing legal research, too. Finally, and 
perhaps most importantly from a work enjoyment perspective, I'm still working with truly excep-
tional librarians who not only are intelligent, dedicated librarians sincerely committed to outstand-
ing customer service, but are also really fun to be around. 
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A Very Short Primer on Net Neutrality 
  
What is Net Neutrality? 
Net neutrality, or open Internet, is the principle that Internet service providers (ISPs) 
should give consumers access to all legal content and applications on an equal basis, 
without favoring some sources or blocking others. It prohibits ISPs from charging con-
tent providers for speedier delivery of their content on "fast lanes" and deliberately 
slowing the content from content providers that may compete with ISPs.  
  
Source:  Snider, Yu, and Brown, USA Today, February 27, 2015 at http://www.usatoday.com/story/
tech/2015/02/24/net-neutrality-what-is-it-guide/23237737/    
  
Net Neutrality Court Decision Summary 
On June 14, 2016, in a 2-1 decision, the D.C. Federal Appeals Court said that the in-
ternet must offer the same protections to Internet users that the government has re-
quired of phone companies for decades, thus giving the FCC standing to enforce rules 
related to the Internet.  The Court ruled that the Internet is an open platform where 
companies are prohibited from using their market position to unfairly benefit them-
selves and disadvantage competition.  In practice, that means that internet providers 
can’t block or slow down websites that they don’t have a favorable (read: commercial) 
relationship with them.  Additionally, the decision allows the FCC to investigate any 
suspicious ISP activity. 
  
Case:  United States Telecom Ass'n v. FCC, 2016 U.S. App. LEXIS 10716 (D.C. Cir. June 14, 2016).  

http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2015/02/24/net-neutrality-what-is-it-guide/23237737/�
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http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2015/02/24/net-neutrality-what-is-it-guide/23237737/�
https://advance.lexis.com/api/document/collection/cases/id/5K0Y-9VG1-F04K-Y08C-00000-00?context=1000516�
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 When a three-judge panel of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Cir-
cuit released its 2-1 decision on June 14, 2016 
upholding the Federal Communication Commis-
sion’s (FCC) latest net neutrality rules it received 
wide spread coverage in both legal and popular 
news media.  United States Telecom Ass’n v. 
FCC, No. 15-1063, 2016 WL 3251234 (D.C. Cir. 
June 14, 2016).  A simple Google search (net 
neutrality ruling 2016) returned relevant results 
from USA Today, Politico, Wired, the Boston 
Globe, NPR, and the New York Times. A search 
of legal news on the three major legal research 
platforms, WESTLAW, Lexis Advance and 
Bloomberg Law all returned news stories, blogs 
and other reports and commentary about the rul-
ing.  
 When there is no shortage of information 
about a current court decision of popular inter-
est, how do you go about gathering enough in-
formation to discuss it with others who might ask 
you about it because they know you are a law 
librarian or someone who knows something 
about the law?  In other words, how can you add 
something to the conversation that others might 
not know, without sounding like a know it all? 
 If you are a net neutrality buff, skip the 
rest of this article and please email me your tips 
and I’ll add them to a follow up.  
 First, for some general information, I 
searched YouTube and found John Oliver, Net 
Neutrality (HBO), YouTube (June 1, 2014), 
https://youtu.be/fpbOEoRrHyU and the more 
current Stephen Colbert, Explaining Net Neutral-
ity is Easier on a Giant Roller Coaster, YouTube 
(June 15, 2016), https://youtu.be/SiUV5jmfYEU 
(both in my top five results) . The guest with Col-
bert was Tim Wu, a Columbia law professor who 
Colbert said “coined the term net neutrality.”  
 We tell our legal research students to 
evaluate sources on the internet for reliability. 
We teach them about factors they can use to as-
sess whether the information is something they 
would cite to or something they would use to 
learn terms of art or expand their understanding 
of a legal topic or issue. These include the do-

main name (.org; .edu; .gov) check the about 
page, check currency, check references if any 
(to statutes, regulations etc.). How would I verify 
Colbert’s claim?  
  A search on HeinOnline will find Tim Wu, 
Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination, 2 
J. on Telecomm. & High Tech L. 141 (2003); a 
search on Google Scholar returns the version on 
the Social Science Research Network http://
papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstract_id=388863.  If you Google “Tim Wu and 
net neutrality” he is widely credited with coining 
the phrase by the New Yorker, democra-
cynow.org, and others. 

 Interesting tidbit #1: a law professor 
coined the term net neutrality and if you watch 
either video you’ll pick up some good back-
ground. 
 I then started by thinking about how all 
this started. After reading some of the news arti-
cles and skimming the first few pages of the de-
cision I decided I was looking for FCC rules from 
2008 and a dispute between the FCC and Com-
cast that resulted in a court decision in 2010.  I 
found a blog, www.commlawblog.com  written by 
lawyers at the law firm Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth 
through a blog search on Google. The blog has 
an archive you can browse by topic and they tag 
their posts so you can search by tag, author or 
month and year back to April 2007.  

 I looked for net neutrality and skimmed 
the post headings looking for rules from 2008 
and Comcast. I found a post titled “Should We 
Regulate the Internet? Should We Care?” that 
had a contemporary account of Comcast’s ac-
tions regarding BitTorrent (a peer-to-peer file 
sharing application) that caused the FCC to or-
der Comcast to stop discriminating based on 
content.  Comcast was interfering with subscrib-
ers’ use of its servers (looking for BitTorrent 
packets-sharing large files like movies for free 
and terminating their connections) because it 
competed with Comcast’s video-on-demand ser-
vice. Mitchell Lazarus, Should We Regulate the 

Net Neutrality-What Can You Add to Conversation 
By Jean Boos 
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Internet? Should We Care? commlawblog (Oct. 
13, 2008), http://
www.commlawblog.com/2008/10/articles/internet/
should-we-regulate-the-internet-should-we-care/   

 I would say that a blog written by lawyers, 
hosted on a law firm website is probably reliable 
as to this interesting piece of information and I 
would rely on it to add this tidbit to a conversation 
about whether net neutrality rules are necessary 
to promote competition or level the playing field 
for startups. I would also add this blog to my 
reading list if I was interested in this subject long 
term. Many commentators wrote that the dissent 
set up an appeal and some lawmakers indicated 
they were in favor of Congress stepping in to 
overturn the decision. 
 Interesting tidbit #2: This dialogue be-
tween regulators and internet service providers 
began when the FCC put in place open access 
policies and Comcast actively discriminated based 
on content to stifle competition.  Despite its “bad 
acts” Comcast sued and won. The court held that 
the FCC “failed to cite any statutory authority 
that would justify its order compelling a broad-
band provider to adhere to certain open internet 
practices.” United States Telecomm, 2016 WL 
3251234 at*1 citing Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 600 
F.3d 642 (D.C. Cir. 2010). This leads you right 
into discussing administrative law itself. 
 Administrative law is hard to explain to law 
students, let alone the general public but I gen-
erally figure if someone asks, they are curious so 
I try.  The United States Telecomm decision itself 
tells us that after the Comcast decision, the FCC 
tried again and this time identifying a specific 
section of the statute, issued an order imposing 
new transparency, ant-blocking, and anti-
discrimination requirements on broadband pro-
viders. United States Telecomm, 2016 WL 
3251234 at*1.  
 This time Verizon sued and although the 
court found the statue gave the FCC the power 
to enact open internet rules, it had classified 
broadband providers as information services and 
could not impose the rules on that classification.  
Verizon v. FCC, 740 F.3d 623 (D.C. Cir. 2014). 
Finally, in 2015 the FCC tried again and those re-

classifications and the imposition of new rules are 
the subject of the current case.  The court up-
held the FCC’s reclassifications and the rules (and 
the process by which the rules were made) so 
the rules will stay in effect. United States Tele-
com Ass’n v. FCC, No. 15-1063, 2016 WL 
3251234 (D.C. Cir. June 14, 2016). 
 Interesting tidbit #3. Regulating agen-
cies derive their authority from statues and 
sometimes they make many attempts to get it 
right before they actually get it right. Even here, 
until the U.S. Supreme court weighs in it might 
not be settled.  
 I hope this gives you some interesting 
points to add to a discussion or some ideas about 
where to look for more information. 
  

Possible Impact of the Net Neutrali-
ty Ruling on the Legal Research 

Community 
 

 Lower increase of price for the 
large content providers like Lex-
isNexis, Thomson/Reuters and 
Bloomberg/BNA 

 Pro se litigants can access infor-
mation sites at the same speed as 
businesses  

 Law school students can gain ac-
cess to the same sources and con-
tent at the same speed as commer-
cial users 

 Public domain and small private in-
formation sites can continue to 
function with the business model in 
place today, without resorting to 
ads or other commercial methods 
to provide support for their sites. 
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Numbers as Narra ve, or is a picture really worth a 1000 words? 

By Pauline Afuso 

Because of MALL’s generosity, I was able to attend this year’s AALL meeting in Chicago.  I won’t 
tell you how great the weather was (or wasn’t), and I won’t tell you about the fabulous food, great 
views, fireworks, Garrett’s Popcorn, and I am definitely not going to confirm or deny whether I 
visited the Chicago Blackhawks store.  But I would like to take time to tell you about a very useful 
program that I attended that I think would be worth your while to view if the video becomes avail-
able on the AALL site. 
 
My favorite program was called Numbers as Narrative:  How to Create Captivating Infographics 
for Any Audience.   Last year, there was a program that talked about infographics, but it was 
more of an overview and identified some good and bad examples.  This year’s session, present-
ed by Ashley Ahlbrand, Assistant Librarian for Educational Technologies and Adjunct Lecturer in 
Law at Indiana University Maurer School of Law was much more interesting because she cri-
tiqued six different free infographic tools.  She created her handout for the program with one of 
the tools she reviewed, and I created the infographic accompanying this article with another of 
the tools.   Let me summarize some of what she said. 
 
The six tools she reviewed were Canva (https://www.canva.com), Easel.ly (www.easel.ly), In-
fogr.am (https://infogr.am/), Piktochart (https://piktochart.com), Visme (https://visme.com), and 
Venngage (https://venngage.com).   As mentioned before, all of these programs are available for 
free.  The free versions do offer a variety of tools, icons, and templates to be usable as is.  How-
ever, all of the services provide premium content or better services for paid accounts.   

Canva:  For a free service, this site is very robust.  There are many different preset sizes to work 
with, including the normal sizes for flyers and presentations, sizes to fit most social media head-
ers (the Facebook and Twitter headers even block out the area where the profile picture will be 
so you know not to put important information there), odd sizes to make invitations, business 
cards, ebook and album covers.  To create a new document, you can use one of their free lay-
outs, icons, text headings, or you can upload your own pictures.  If you want to splurge and use 
one of their premium pictures or layouts, you do not have to upgrade your account, you can pay 
to use individual elements for the steep price of $1.   
 
The free account does have some small limitations.  For example, if you try to resize some visual 
elements –like lines for example, as they get bigger or smaller, the lines get thicker or thinner ac-
cordingly.  Another frustrating quirk – you cannot change a doc from portrait to landscape unless 
you have a paid account.   
 
Overall, this tool was the presenter’s favorite to use and this program is what she used to create 
her handout (and last year’s Christmas cards, too).  To see a few examples created by Canva, 
check out the pictures of the MALL display. 
 
Easel.ly:  Another program that does a lot of what Canva does is Easel.ly.  One advantage is 
that to upgrade to a free account is very inexpensive - $3 a month.   What that means is that 
there is a limited number of objects, photos, and “Vhemes” (templates) to available on the free 
account.  One other thing that I noticed with this program is that it isn’t always clear where the 
document space ends and the abyss begins.   I recommend that you use the “Present” button to 
preview the image to make sure that all the information is on the page.   

https://www.canva.com�
http://www.easel.ly�
https://infogr.am/�
https://piktochart.com�
https://visme.com�
https://venngage.com�
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For an example of what Easel.ly can do, please see the graphic attached to this story that 
summarizes my time in Chicago. 
 
Infogr.am:  If you want to include charts in your infographic, than this is portable program for 
you.  If you have data in spreadsheets it only takes a click or two to import and create charts, 
reports, or maps.  Unfortunately, if you want to upgrade to a paid account, it can get a little 
pricey – anywhere from $19 (for an individual Pro)  - $67 (for business account) per month.  
 
Piktochart:  This tool has a limited number of templates for different kinds of documents 
(reports, posters, infographic, presentations) in the free product.  But it does have several e-
book/tutorials to help you get started.  The speaker also pointed out a nifty trick – if you are 
resizing an object, if you keep the shift key down while resizing, it will keep the aspect ratio 
constant.  If you recall, resizing was one of the problems with using Canva (see above). 
 
Visme:  An alternative to creating a PowerPoint presentation, Visme is presentation software 
on the web, but you can use it to create infographics, too.  There are lots of icons, texts, 
shapes, lines, etc., which are subdivided further into subcategories (I looked at the subcate-
gory of Science and Technology and saw an assortment of cartoon internal organ icons.)  
Unfortunately the free account is limited to three infographics, but the good news is that it is-
n’t too expensive to upgrade ($7 per month).  
 
Venngage:   Like the other tools, you can create infographics, reports, posters, marketing, 
and social media graphics.  The free account limits you to five infographics, and the cost to 
upgrade is moderate ($16/month).  The very cool feature that distinguishes Venngage is that 
you can make the infographics interactive by inserting simple forms, polls, charts, and 
YouTube videos.   
 
All of these sites share the ability to do common tasks (create infographics, upload personal 
images, export to pdfs, etc.), each service has a few unique features that would make it a 
better tool for specific purposes.   I am looking forward to experimenting with all of these 
tools more to make better looking reports and graphics for my law library.  Please do contact 
me if you would like to discuss the benefits or quirks of these programs! 
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Pictures from AALL 2016 
Chicago 

Mary Ellen Gallagher and Shannon Stoneking 

Breakfast at Heaven on Seven 
(Hot Sause Pictured) 

Bean (Cloud Gate) 
Elvi 
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More Pictures from AALL 2016 
Chicago 

Room with a View  
(of Navy Pier from the Hya ) 

Wildberries 

MALL Display 
(Kni ers!) 
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Congratulations and Celebrations! 
 

 
 

Pauline Afuso 
 

Honored for Unsung Legal Hero by Minnesota Law & Practice for 
her work as Washington County Law Librarian and former MALL 
President.  The award ceremony is September 8, 2016 at 11am at 
the Hyatt Recengy in Minneapolis.  Please contact Neal Axton if 
you are interested in attending the ceremony.   
safetyneal@gmail.com  
 

Gene Myers 
 

After over 32 years as the Anoka County Law Library Director, 
Gene Myers is “checking out” of the Law Library!  On July 18, 
2016, the Law Library Board of Trustees held a celebration to 
thank him for all of his years of service and to  wish him well on 
the next phase of his life. 

 
John Scherrer  

 
John landed the Law Library Fellow position at the University of 
Colorado William A. Wise Law Library.  John Scherrer joined 
MALL while he was in library school, and he interned for a semes-
ter at the Warren E. Burger Library at William Mitchell.  Many of 
you have met John at MALL events over the last couple of years. 
Please join me in congratulating John on receiving this offer.    
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CLE CORNER 
  
Ethical Considerations for Attorneys Serving on Nonprofit Boards 
Description: Presented by Jenn Urban, Legal for Good, PLLC 
Cost: Business Law section member: $0; MSBA member not in the section: $15;  
Non-member: $20; Law student: $0; Attorneys admitted to the Minnesota bar after 
January 1, 2016: $0                                         
Date/Time/Location: September 7, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m., Honors Room, 
Minnesota State Bar Association, Minneapolis, MN 
(*Remote participation is available) 
Credits: Application made for 1 Ethics CLE credit  
Source: Minnesota State Bar Association 
 
Pro Se Litigants and Recent Developments in Professional Responsibility  
Description: Presented by Susan Humiston, Executive Director of LPRB 
Cost: Free                                                  
Date/Time/Location: August 18, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:00 p.m., Jury Assembly 
Room at the Judicial Center, Hastings, MN 
Credits: Application has been made for 1 standard CLE credit  
Source: Dakota County Law Library 
 
Somali Americans and the Minnesota Justice System 
Description: Presented by Amiin Harun, President of the North American Somali 
Bar Association 
Cost: Free                                                  
Date/Time/Location: August 9, 2016, 8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m., Dakota County West-
ern Service Center, Apple Valley, MN 
Credits: Application has been made for 1 standard CLE credit  
Source: Dakota County Law Library 
 
Understanding Minnesota Election Law 
Description: Presented by Joseph Mansky, Ramsey County Elections Manager 
Cost: Public Law Section member: $10; Public attorney: $10; MSBA member not 
in the section: $15; Non-member: $25; Law student: 
$0                                               
Date/Time/Location: September 7, 2016, 11:45 a.m.-1:00 p.m., 230 Minnesota 
Judicial Center, Saint Paul, MN  
Credits: Application made for 1 Standard CLE credit  
Source: Minnesota State Bar Association 

http://www.mnbar.org/Meetings/Meeting?ID=1102#.V5aGvfkrJqs�
https://www.co.dakota.mn.us/LawJustice/LawLibrary/CLE/Pages/default.aspx�
https://www.co.dakota.mn.us/LawJustice/LawLibrary/CLE/Pages/default.aspx�
http://www.mnbar.org/Meetings/Meeting?ID=1207#.V5aF3_krJqs�
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Conference Calendar 
 

August-September 
Title: How Librarians Use, Implement, and Can Support Researcher Identifiers 
Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#identifiers 
Description: Recently, a variety of projects have gained traction within the research commu-
nity to identify elements of the process that will support discovery, linking and interaction with 
research outputs.  These systems and approaches include ORCID, DataCite, Crossref Funder 
IDs, CREDIT and others.  This webinar will focus on the role that libraries and publishers can 
play in fostering these systems in their work.  In addition to updates on a few of these initia-
tives, this webinar will also highlight the implementation of these systems in the research 
lifecycle. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: August 10, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, Con-
ference Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 
 
Title: Best Practices in Prior Art Searching Life Sciences 
Link: http://4freecle.blogspot.com/2016/06/august-16-webcast-best-practices-in.html 
Description: This webinar will examine the tools that maximize search efforts and walk-
through successful processes on extracting relevant data from search results. It will cover the 
different types of prior art searches, provide guidance on conducting a good search and iden-
tify which databases specialize in particular subject areas, along with their pros, cons and fea-
tures. 
Cost: Free  
Date/Time/Location: August 16, 2016, 11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. CST 
 
Title: Creating Effective Webinars 
Link: http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/081716 
Description: Learn how to create and deliver effective and memorable webinars from two vet-
erans of this style of presentation. You will leave with new skills, including a few easy tips and 
tricks, in effective presentation design and powerful workshop delivery. You will also learn how 
to manage live (synchronous) and recorded (asynchronous) learning spaces. Resources relat-
ed to effective webinars and presentations will also be provided. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: August 17, 2016, 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. CST 
 
Title: Copyright Issues in Institutional Repositories and Digital Archives 
Link: http://www.aallnet.org/hc/Calendar/Events/Copyright-Issues-in-Institutional-
Repositories.html 
Description: Learn best practices for the most common copyright issues confronted by librari-
ans in adding content to repositories and archives. Learn how to consider non-exclusive 
rights, fair use, and contractual language in author agreements to secure a place in your re-
pository for faculty scholarship, law review archives, lecture and conference recordings, and 
special archival collections. 
Cost: AALL member: $0; Nonmember: $60 
Date/Time/Location: August 18, 2016 11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. CST 
 
 
 

http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#identifiers�
http://4freecle.blogspot.com/2016/06/august-16-webcast-best-practices-in.html�
http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/081716�
http://www.aallnet.org/hc/Calendar/Events/Copyright-Issues-in-Institutional-Repositories.html�
http://www.aallnet.org/hc/Calendar/Events/Copyright-Issues-in-Institutional-Repositories.html�
http://www.aallnet.org/hc/Calendar/Events/Copyright-Issues-in-Institutional-Repositories.html�
http://www.aallnet.org/hc/Calendar/Events/Copyright-Issues-in-Institutional-Repositories.html�
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Title: Survive, Thrive & Boost Your Research Productivity 
Link: http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/082416 
Description: This webinar will provide practical strategies for jump-starting your scholarly re-
search agenda, increasing research productivity, and managing your time for optimal sanity 
and results. 
Cost: ALCTS member: $43; Nonmember: $59; International: $43; Member group: $99; Non-
member group: $129  
Date/Time/Location: August 24, 2016, 1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. CST 
 
Title: Data Curation – Cultivating Past Research Data for Future Consumption 
Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#curation 
Description: This virtual conference will explore the many aspects of data curation, including 
trusted-repository certification, metadata creation and management specific to data, systems 
deployment issues, facilitation of data sharing services, and data control issues. Speakers will 
provide first-hand experience of the unique challenges presented by curating data. The ses-
sion will close with a panel discussion of future trends in data management and how libraries 
can prepare now to address them. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: August 31, 2016, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, Con-
ference Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 
 
Title: Managing an Open Access World Part 1: Open Access & Acquisitions 
Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#access1 
Description: This webinar will focus on the implications of open access on content acquisi-
tion. What are the impacts of hybrid open access on publisher pricing at a title or collection 
level?  Is there a tipping point where open access availability of a portion of a title’s content 
will change the calculus about acquiring a title for one’s collection?  How do we keep track of 
the increasing number of open access titles and the increasing amount of hybrid open access 
content at a journal level? Presenters will cover these questions as well as provide information 
on research to explore these issues. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: September 7, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, 
Conference Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin 
Cities 
 
Title: Library of Congress Classification (LCC): Introduction 
Link: http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/090716 
Description: This webinar will briefly introduce the history of LC Classification (LCC) and the 
general principles of classification. Participants will be introduced to the Classification and 
Shelflisting Manual and learn how to make use of Classification Web, Authorities.loc.gov and 
the freely-available LCC schedules to select classification numbers. There will be special fo-
cus on the use of the LC Cutter table and when to use it. 
Cost: ALCTS member: $43 ($69 for series); Nonmember: $59 ($95 for series); International: 
$43 ($69 for series); Member group: $99 ($159 for series); Nonmember group: $129 ($206 for 
series) 
Date/Time/Loca on: September 7, 2016, 1:00 p.m.‐2:00 p.m. CST 
 
 
 

http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/082416�
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#curation�
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#access1�
http://www.ala.org/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/090716�
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Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#things 
Description: This webinar will introduce concepts and potential implications of the internet of 
things (a network of interconnected devices) on the information management community.  It will 
also explore applications related to managing resources in a library environment that are being de-
veloped and implemented. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: October 19, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, Confer-
ence Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 
 
Title: Digital Security Part 1: Securing Library Systems 
Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#security1 
Description: This webinar will focus on management of internal systems and methods of securing 
library systems and the data that they hold. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: November 9, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, Confer-
ence Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 
 
Title: Digital Security Part 2: Protecting Library Resources From Piracy 
Link: http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#security2 
Description: This webinar will focus on the issue of privacy and methods for protecting content 
from unauthorized distribution, including digital rights management systems, social DRM, and oth-
er approaches to preventing piracy. 
Cost: Free 
Date/Time/Location: November 16, 2016, 12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m. CST, 15 Andersen Library, Con-
ference Room, West Bank Area, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota – Twin Cities 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#things�
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#security1�
http://www.minitex.umn.edu/Events/Niso/#security2�
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The MALL Newsletter is the official publication of the Minnesota Association of Law Libraries, a chapter of the 
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al membership dues are $20US. Membership renewals are due by July 1 of each year. For membership information or 
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